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Abstract

Supply Chain Finance (SCF) provides credit for Small and Medium-
sized Enterprises (SMEs) with low credit lines and small financing scales.
The resulting financial credit data and related business transaction data
are highly confidential and private. However, traditional SCF manage-
ment schemes use third-party platforms and centralized designs that
cannot achieve highly reliable secure storage and fine-grained access
control. To address such a need, we propose Fabric-SCF, designing
and implementing a Blockchain-based secure storage system by uti-
lizing distributed consensus to realize data security, traceability, and
immutability. The Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) model is
deployed for access control, also utilizing smart contracts to define system
processes and access policies to ensure the system’s efficient operation.
To verify the performance of Fabric-SCF, two sets of simulation exper-
iments are designed its effectiveness. Experimental results show that
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Fabric-SCF achieves dynamic and fine-grained access control while main-
taining high throughput in a simulated real-world operating scenario.

Keywords: Blockchain, Smart Contract, Supply Chain Finance, ABAC,
Hyperledger Fabric

1 Introduction

Supply Chain Finance (SCF) enables enterprises of different sizes to have
better opportunities for joint development. Under the situation of economic
globalization, Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) have gradually
become an essential driving force for national economic development [1]. SMEs
need sufficient cash flow for their operations, but capital inflows and expendi-
tures for supply chain operations occur at different times, so access to financing
services is often required to cover temporary shortfalls in capital flow. However,
traditional financial services treat SMEs as isolated entities [2], ignoring their
business potential in the supply chain, making them face long-term financing
difficulties[3]. As a matter of the fact, SCF plays a significant role in serv-
ing the entity economy and SMEs, by combining capital operations with the
supply chain and establishing a sound transaction structure [4]. Furthermore,
SCF has entered the information and intelligent systems stage [5]. Through
the construction of enterprise information systems, the difficulties of informa-
tion asymmetry among supply chain stakeholders have been alleviated, the
cost of information circulation has been reduced, and convenient and efficient
financial services can be provided [6].

Nevertheless, SCF involves significant amounts of digital data. The flow of
production, information, and capital is often seen as isolated across functions
and parties. In traditional SCF management solutions, the initiation of busi-
ness processes depends on sequential input and manual validation. The high
cost and complexity of these solutions, their security flaws, and time-consuming
processing have caused the development of SCF to encounter bottlenecks [7]. In
addition, in the financing business of SCF, the credit transmission capacity of
core enterprises is limited. SMEs also face problems such as irregular financial
statements and inadequate management systems. Therefore, it is difficult for
financial institutions to control risks through the information provided effec-
tively. Besides, the de-globalisation of the economy and the intense political
conflicts (such as the recent Russia-Ukraine war) due to different political ide-
ologies have made it even more difficult to adapt the traditional SCF model
to the technological requirements of the new era [8]. Thus, it is urgent to
add effective privacy protection mechanisms and access control mechanisms
to the SCF management plan to help financial institutions obtain information
efficiently and securely [9].

Interestingly, Blockchain technology does not only solve the current issues
of information asymmetry, lack of visibility in the transaction process, but also
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possibly joint fraud in the core business model. As the underlying technological
framework for cryptocurrencies, Blockchain is decentralized and immutable
[10–12]. Blockchain is a transparent, secure, decentralized system based on an
immutable model, seen as a solution to change the rules in the traditional
supply chain industry. Currently, Blockchain projects can be divided into four
main categories: cryptocurrency, platform, application, and asset tokenization.
Mainstream Blockchain platforms have been widely used in healthcare [13–18],
smart cities [19–21], energy networks [22–25], Internet of Things (IoT) [26–
30], Internet of Vehicles (IoV) [31–37], and education[38–41]. Due to such, a
Blockchain-based SCF solution is urgently needed and feasible.

With the emergence of the smart contract-enabled Blockchain projects
such as Ethereum and Hyperledger, the Blockchain has entered the 2.0 era,
where Smart contracts are programmable and Turing-complete [42], added
that each transaction can be initiated automatically according to the rules set
by the code. The introduction of smart contracts is expected to change the
existing SCF’s transaction mode and reconstruct the breakthrough technology
of such a society from the underlying infrastructure. Moreover, in a realistic
access control strategy, it is necessary to approve or deny users’ requests based
on the environmental conditions implemented by the current policy. In the
open network environment of Blockchain, the Attribute-Based Access Control
(ABAC) model is suitable and efficient as a flexible and fine-grained access
control method [43]. This model determines whether the data requester has
the correct attributes to assess the data requester’s access control rights to
private data resources.

To date, scholars have given extensive attention to risk pricing, profit
enhancement, and business models for SCF. However, relatively few attempts
have focused on applying Blockchain to SCF management systems for opti-
mization and improvement [44, 45]. In this context, we propose a blockchain-
based SCF management system that digitizes the business processes in
SCF, optimizes them by deploying smart contracts, and stores them in the
Blockchain in the form of data streams, thereby ensuring privacy, immutabil-
ity, and traceability. We also introduce the ABAC model for access control to
provide efficient and secure access to this system. Notably, the programmable
smart contract design ensures the novelty of this solution. In summary, the
motivation of this paper is to use the blockchain-based model design to ensure
that the fine-grained access control and strong privacy protection in the SCF
model are guaranteed under the condition of large-scale access.

Specifically, the main contributions of this article can be summarized as
follows.

• Blockchain is applied to SCF management systems, enabling decentral-
ized management, secure storage, and multi-party maintenance of financing
projects with the support of distributed consensus and authentication
mechanisms.

• Based on the basic framework of Blockchain, we design an auxiliary
architecture based on ABAC to achieve fine-grained access control.
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• Smart contracts are applied in the design to define multi-tier data structures,
access policies, and system workflow to ensure high-speed data storage,
retrieval, query, and fine-grained access control.

• Preliminary design and implementation of Fabric-SCF is complete, shown,
and proven through simulation experiments to be efficient and promising
performance.

The remaining of this article is organized as follows. The related works
are presented in Section 2, followed by the relevant preliminaries in Section 3.
Next, we present the system design, assumptions, and implementation details
in Section 4, then performance and validation analysis of the proposed design
based on experimental results in Section 5. Finally, the concluding remarks
and future work are depicted in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In this section, we first survey the related works on the SCF model in Sub-
section 2.1, the application of Blockchain in SCF scenarios in Subsection 2.2,
then followed by smart contract in SCF scenarios in Subsection 2.3.

2.1 SCF Model

Supply Chain Finance (SCF) has long been recognized as a significant inter-
section between the fields of trade finance and supply chain management.
Empirical results show that, a well-structured SCF solution can significantly
enhance the efficiency of capital flows for SMEs [46–55].

A number of recent researches have proposed building new SCF models
that improve the efficiency of data flow and privacy protection mechanisms.
To hedge financial risk, traditional SCF relies on credit ratings [56]. In [57, 58],
a multi-agent simulation technology instead of absolute rationality is used to
design an SCF simulation model based on Simon’s bounded rationality. Lu et
al. [59] evaluated the bank’s fair pricing rate under the guarantee model and
found that the financial model of third-party guarantees may not always be
applicable. Xiao et al. [60] and Liao et al. [61] tried to apply entropy weight,
the analytic hierarchy process, a multi-expert decision model, and other meth-
ods to sort suppliers to improve model efficiency. In [62], Big Data analytics is
applied to build business processing platforms for SCF and structure business
data, while Jia et al. [63] summarized that Sustainable Supply Chain Finance
(SSCF) can significantly enhance the sustainability and development perfor-
mance of SMEs. And, the works [64–68] confirms this view. Emtehani et al.
[69] proposed an effective SCF decision framework from an optimization busi-
ness perspective that assists in operational financing decisions and improving
financial efficiency from an algorithmic perspective. Later, Sang [70] proposed
a risk assessment strategy based on genetic algorithm and neural network
methods to reduce the probability of profit damages to the fund providers in
SCF. Yin et al. [71] proposed an edge-intelligent SCF model based on B2B
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platforms and has obvious efficiency advantages in responding to the changing
trends of the parameters related to the SCF model of a B2B platform. Abbasi
et al. [72] designed an IoT-based SCF model and demonstrated that the credit
risk measurement model is credible.

The above models incorporate many new techniques in operations research,
machine learning, neural networks, IoT, and edge computing toward improve-
ments on the efficiency of SCF business processes and enhancement of data
security. However, they all rely on third-party platforms and thus cannot offer
adequate security.

2.2 Applications of Blockchain in SCF

The applications of Blockchain technology first originated from cryptocurren-
cies owing the underlying database and maintenance technology. Blockchain
technology has broad industrial application prospects thanks to its decentral-
ization, consensus mechanisms, and unalterability.

In [73, 74], researchers reviewed the feasibility of applying Blockchain tech-
nology in SCF and confirmed that the technical characteristics of Blockchain
could effectively promote the development of SCF. More specifically, Du et al.
[45] proposed a Blockchain-based business management platform for SCF that
solves the distrust problem among supply chain participants. Liu et al. [75]
proposed a hybrid chain model combining a public chain-based consistency
algorithm and a federated chain-based consistency algorithm to process each
account’s transactions in parallel, serving the SCF data management needs
of engineering projects and enabling more efficient transaction authenticity
auditing, risk assessment, and credit delivery for core enterprises. Li et al. [76]
proposed a solution for SCF and illustrated the operation process of three
SCF models on a Blockchain platform. Shi et al. [77] discussed the applica-
tions of blockchain in SCF by large multinational companies such as Amazon,
Alibaba and Microsoft Xbox. Wag et al. [78] proposed a model that combines
blockchain technology and SCF gaming, using Blockchain to connect banks,
other financial institutions, and core companies. Chen et al. [79] proposed
BCAutoSCF, a Blockchain-powered SCF platform dedicated to serving the
automotive retail industry, enabling reliable, transparent, and traceable busi-
ness inquiries and data access. Similarly, in [80–90], Blockchain technology was
applied to enhance the privacy of business management processes for SCF.

2.3 Applications of Smart Contracts in SCF

Notably, smart contracts have Turing-complete programmability and can be
used to deploy the specific implementation of SCF-related business. Kim et al.
[91] proposed an Ethereum-based Blockchain platform and transformed busi-
ness processes into smart contracts to ensure data traceability. Also based
on Etherium, Huertas et al. [92] proposed a smart contract-based ecosystem
allowing SMEs to implement SCF solutions called Eximchain quickly. Such
a system uses a consensus protocol and a secondary voting-based governance
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model to provide practical, time-limited security guarantees. References [93–
95] also proposed similar SCF solutions based on smart contracts deployed in
Etherium. Ma et al. [96] proposed a Hyperledger Fabric-based solution that
adapts to a wide variety of scenarios and complex business processes using seg-
mented permissions, privacy protection mechanisms, among others. Additional
financial models based on smart contracts are discussed in [97].

In summary, these models attempt to build decentralized Blockchain-based
models from a privacy-preserving perspective, using smart contracts to imple-
ment business processes in SCF [98]. Nevertheless, most of these models have
been tested on public chains, and there is a lack of industrial level platforms.

3 Preliminaries

This section provides details of techniques and technologies related to the
proposed research work. Subsection 3.1 describes Hyperledger Fabric, and fol-
lowed by the main business processes for SCF in Section 3.2. Table. 1 lists the
notations used in this article.

Table 1 Key Notations

Notation Description
CE Core enterprise
FIi Financial institution i
FEi Financing enterprise i
Spi, Dtj Supplier i, Distributor j
CFi Credit facility i
Coli Collateral i
Pi−j Productons i− j
ARDi Accounts receivable document i
PCi Prepayment Contract i
FOi Financing order i
FPi Financing Project i
CA Certificate Authority
Cti Certificate i
Cfi Config file of i
pubki The public key of i
priki The private key of i
σi The anonymous credential of entity

i
RC(x) The storage credential of content x
CT(x) Encrypted content for x
HV(x) The hash value of x
ST(x) The encrypted content of x

3.1 Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger Fabric is one of the most significant projects in the Blockchain
industry, consisting of a set of open-source tools and multiple sub-projects. In
detail, it only permits authorized members to participate in data maintenance,
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and members recognize each other. The principal components of Hyper-
ledger Fabric are the nodes, transactions, chain code, channels, consensus, and
ledgers.

3.1.1 Nodes

Hyperledger Fabric contains four types of nodes: CA, Peer, Orderer, and Client
as shown in Fig. 1.

CA can generate or cancel member identity certificates it receives in the
registration application from the Client and returns the registration password
for the user to log in to obtain the identity certificate.

Peer is the physical carrier of the ledger and the chaincode. It can
be divided into Endorsement, Leader, and Comitter components, which
are responsible for data verification, transaction distribution and storing
respectively.

Orderer receives the transactions sent by Peer and sorts the transactions
based on the consensus algorithm.

Client is used to interact with Peers to realize the operation of adding,
deleting, modifying, and checking blockchain networks.

Fig. 1 Nodes Network.

3.1.2 Transactions

The application can only write data Di by initiating a transaction Txi. Fabric
Software Development Kit (SDK) [99–102] provides the corresponding inter-
face. The application calls the SDK interface and then submits the transaction
proposal through transaction management.

3.1.3 Chaincode

This chaincode is similar to other smart contracts in the blockchain network,
such as Etherium. It is a decentralized transaction program that executes the
verification code. The code service on the chain uses Docker to store the code
on the chain without relying on a specific virtual machine or computer language
[103].
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3.1.4 Channel

In Fabric, the channels isolate the Blockchain data of different organizations,
and the nodes of organizations in different channels cannot be directly accessed
across channels.

3.1.5 Consensus

Hyperledger Fabric consensus mechanism, currently including Solo and Kafka.
A consensus cluster consists of multiple Orderers and a Kafka cluster. The
Orderer does not communicate directly and just communicates with the Kafka
cluster. All messages received from Peers are sorted and generated as a block
at this node, and then consensus is achieved using the Kafka sorting function.

3.1.6 Ledger

The Fabric ledger consists of the state of the world and the Blockchain
together. Blockchain data is stored on Committer using a file system. Data is
transmitted, packaged, and stored in this ledger in the form of transactions.
The verified Txi will be submitted to an Orderer to be packaged into a block,
and permanently stored by a Peer.

3.2 Supply Chain Finance

SCF uses self-repaying trade finances based on the core enterprise. Compared
to traditional credit business, SCF focuses more on the real trade background
between the upstream and downstream of the supply chain. A typical SCF
framework consists of a core company, suppliers, distributors, and financial
institutions, and an example is shown in Fig.2.

Fig. 2 An example of SCF framework.

Based on different financing directions and mortgage targets, SCF busi-
nesses have three main types: accounts receivable financing, inventory financ-
ing, and prepayment financing.

3.2.1 Accounts Receivable Financing

The accounts receivable financing model is a financing business provided by a
firm based on accounts receivable arising from a real trade between a seller and
a buyer, which is repaid by the contracted accounts receivable. Specifically, the
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supplier Spi first enters into a transaction with the core enterprise CEi, which

is downstream in the supply chain as Sp
Pi−j−→ CE, and the core enterprise CEi

issues an accounts receivable document to the supplier Spi as CE
ARD−→ Sp.

Then, the supplier Spi assigns the receivable document ARDi to the financial
institution FIi, and the downstream supplier in the supply chain makes a

payment commitment to the financial institution FIi as Sp
ARD−→ FI. The

financial institution FIi provides a credit facility CFi to the supplier Spi as

FI
CF−→ Sp.

3.2.2 Inventory Financing

Inventory financing uses the productions Pi−j in the trade process as the col-
lateral Coli for financing. This issue occurs when the supply of Spi has a large
inventory or slow inventory turnover, which leads to high pressure on capital
turnover and enterprises using existing products. Pi−j get cash in advance as

Sp
Pi−j−→ FI. The financial institution FIi can issue the corresponding credit

facility CFi based on the evaluation of the third-party regulatory company as

FI
CF−→ Sp. If the SME loses the ability to repay during the repayment period,

the financial institution FIi can find the core enterprise CE, sign a purchase

agreement with the core enterprise CE as FI
Pi−j−→ CE, and complete the

repayment as CE
Cash−→ FI.

3.2.3 Prepayment Financing

Based on inventory financing, prepayment financing has been developed. The
buyer Bri negotiates full payment to the seller Sri on the condition that a
percentage of the deposit is paid. The seller Sri ships the productions Pi−j

following the purchase and sale contract also the cooperation agreement, and
the productions Pi−j arrive with a pledge as security Coli for the financial
institution Fii. In the specific process, the core enterprise CEi provides a
purchase and sale contract PCi to the distributor Dti. Next, the distributor

Dti acts as a financing enterprise FEi to retrieve credit facility as CE
Pi−j−→

FI and Fii
CF−→ Dti. Distributor Dti submits the delivery deposit to the

financial institution Fii in installments, and the financial institution Fii then
informs the core enterprise in installments to deliver the productions Pi−j to
the distributor Dti.

4 System Model and Design

In this section, we show the architectural design of Fabric-SCF and corre-
sponding details. The designed system architecture is presented in Subsection
4.1, while the defined data structure in Subsection 4.2. Next, details of the
smart contract design are depicted in Subsection 4.3, and lastly, the workflow
of Fabric-SCF in Section 4.4.
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4.1 System Architecture

The proposed Fabric-SCF is composed of a consortium Blockchain, with user,
admin, and user access modules forming the underlying structure, as shown
in Fig. 3. Blockchain is a distributed network composed of trusted nodes for
data synchronization and storage, in which authentication is realized through
digital certificates to ensure the security and integrity of data in the system.

User contains business participants, which logically include a core enter-
prise CE, one or more supplier SPi, and one or more Distributors Dtj .

Admin is responsible for managing access to the blockchain system. After
entering the Blockchain system via the validation of CA, it needs to develop
access policies, distribute user access to data, and maintain access policies.

User Access is a collection of access commands. In this network, Fabric-
SCF allows all parties involved in SCF to be authorized to send data flows,
access data, and perform add(), query(), and update() functions.

Fig. 3 Architecture of Fabric-SCF.

Three types of business correspond to different stages of the supply chain.
All the credit facility CFi is provided by financial institutions FIi, based
on the stage of each business with the core enterprise CE. Fabric-SCF sys-
tem utilizes Blockchain as a database and is divided into a supply-side and a
distribution-side in business processes, with the core enterprise as the center.
Sellers Sri and buyer Brj can be unified to supplier Spi and distributor Dtj .
For financing business, supplier Spi and distributor Dtj can be grouped as
financing companies FEi or FEj as users. The financial institution FIi uses
inventory Pi−j , accounts receivable documents ARDi or prepayment contracts
PCi as collateral Coli and the financing order FOi to lend credit facility CFi

to the financing enterprise FEi based on the business transactions between
the financing enterprise FEi and the core enterprise CE. All users and finan-
cial institutions FI need to be authorized by CA, and all data access requests
need to go through Admin. Smart contracts control the data flow, and the
corresponding data is stored in the ledger in the Blockchain, thus forming a
closed loop of data exchange.
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4.2 Data Structure

Blockchain can be summarized as a distributed state machine. To ensure that
the world state can be updated quickly when the transaction is executed, the
design and implementation of the world state scheme should consider the fast
search and efficient update of the state data. To ensure system efficiency and
reduce system latency, nine data structures are designed in this research, and
the index relationship is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Relationship between data structures.

Defining the data structures in this way facilitates the design of uniform
data access operations and reduces the system’s complexity. The multiplicity
of mappings between data structures is shown in Eq. 1.

User → FC Index = 1 : n

FC Index → FiProject = 1 : 1

FC → CE Index = 1 : 1

FC → FE Index = 1 : 1

FC → Fi Index = 1 : 1

CE Index → CE = 1 : 1

FE Index → FE = 1 : 1

FI Index → FI = 1 : 1

(1)

4.2.1 User

The data structure of User corresponds to the system role of User, and it
mainly contains three parts. UserName directly reflects the user’s name, and
UserType corresponds to the main participants of the system process SPi,
Dtj , CE. In addition, UserNumber is calculated by Eq. 2.
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UserNumberi = HV (UserNamei, pubKeyi) (2)

4.2.2 FiProject

As the core data block, it contains many attributes. FiProject has a one-
to-one correspondence with FiProject Index, and the core segments are as
follows.

i) Collateral: The collateral Coli of the financing enterprise FEi to the
financial institution FIi when handling the financing business includes inven-
tory Pi−j , accounts receivable document ARDi, and prepayment Pmi as Eq.
3.

Coli =


Pi−j

ARDi

Pmi

(3)

ii) Amout: The interest rate and amount of the credit facility CFi specified
in the financing project.

iii) Time: The timeline of the credit facility CFi in the financing project
FPi.

iv) Index: The index of the core enterprise CE, Financing enterprise FIi
and financial institution FIi related to the financing project FPi.

4.3 Smart Contract Design

Smart contracts are the key to realizing this system’s business logic and access
control. To focus on maximizing data privacy and integrity while ensuring the
system’s efficiency, the smart contract designed in this research is from the
perspective of user management, financing project management, and access
control.

4.3.1 User Management Contract

In the proposed system, user management mainly involves creation and query.
To ensure the uniqueness of the identities of participants from multiple organi-
zations, each user’s identity is stored in the state database of the Blockchain,
as shown in Fig. 5.

i) createUser(): User registration is the first step for to participate in
the system, and createUser() needs to generate a UserNumber based on the
UserName and UserType as a unique identifier.

ii) queryUser(): This function can query the user information based on
UserName and UserNumber. In addition, it is also needed to check if the
user already exists before a member is registered.

iii) checkUser(): If user intends to be authorized by an access policy, it
needs to pass on verification first; that is, to have the Ct, SingnID, Pubk,
Prik and UserType checked.
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1
2
3
4

{
“userName”: “user1”,
“userNumber”: “1a462ae9c1350c24ca8e389090946c7ed517667231c7b6ae22d0fed39ca55dd1”,
“userType”: “CE”
}5

Fig. 5 An example of member data.

4.3.2 Financing Project Management Contract

According to user requests, related financing project data access operations
mainly include addFiproject(), queryF iproject(), updateF iproject(), and
deleteF iproject(). Moreover, checkF iproject() and checkUdvInfo() modules
are also defined to ensuring the legitimacy and reliability. These opera-
tions correspond to different entities, different authorizations, and different
processes.

i) addFiproject(): When a user submits a request to add a contract,
checkF iproject() will be triggered first to check the reasonableness of the
contract information. If the contract information is deemed reasonable, the
contract will be published, so the contract and all operations specified are
packaged and written to the Blockchain ledger. The adding and judgment logic
are shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 addFiProject()

Require: FiProject(FP)
Ensure: Ok or Error
1: APIstub ChaincodeStub ← Invoke();
2: if CheckFiProject(FP) == False then
3: return Error;
4: end if
5: FPid ← Sha256(FP.FiProjectName + FPFiProjectNumber);
6: if QueryFiProject(FPid) != Null then
7: return Error;
8: end if
9: err ← APIstub.PutState(Id, FP);

10: if err != null then
11: return Error;
12: end if
13: return Ok;

ii) queryF iproject(): The query function is ubiquitous and all users can
implement queries for details related to the authorized contract data. Both
the financing project name FiProjectName and financing project number
FiProjectNumber can be used as the basis for queries.

iii) updateF iproject(): This function updates the order information. In
exceptional cases, the contract details such as contract term, interest rate due,
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among others, need to be changed. Similar to addFiproject(), the update pro-
cess first triggers checkUdvInfo() to check the reasonableness of the updated
information and posts the verified update information, updating the ledger
last.

iv) deleteF iproject(): Deleting a contract usually happens by mistake or
when a contract is re-entered. When the user issues a request to delete an
order, checkF iproject() is first triggered to check the reasonableness of the
contract information, so then queryF iproject() is called to check the status of
the order.

v) checkF iproject(): When the user submits addFiproject(), this method
is used to check whether the key fields of the financing project information are
reasonable.

vi) checkUdvInfo(): This method is used to verify the legitimacy of the
update related to updateF iproject().

4.3.3 Access control contract

The access control management contract is used to verify that a user’s data
access request satisfies the access control policy set by the administrator and
consists mainly of Auth(), GetAttrs(), CheckPolicy() and CheckAccess().

i) Auth(): The public key distributed to the user by Admin can be used to
encrypt the request. This method is used to authenticate the user request and
further determine the user’s identity.

ii) GetAttrs(): The attribute fields in the user’s request are resolved by
calling the GetAttrs() module after verifying the user’s identity. The attribute
fields contained in the request are the subject attribute and the object attribute
{S,O}. After further determining the environment attribute E, the attribute
combination can be obtained as {S,O,E}.

iii) CheckAccess(): This method is the core on the implementation of access
control management. First, the S,O attribute is obtained via the GetAttrs()
module, and then the QueryPolicy() module is called to obtain the corre-
sponding ABACPolicy. If the method returns null, then no policy supports
the request and such a request is invalid. Though, the request is verified by
validating the policy that matches, and if the attributes E and A in the pol-
icy are satisfied, the request passes the verification. The pseudo-code of the
CheckAccess() is shown in Algorithm 2.

.

4.3.4 Policy Contract

The PC provides the following methods to operate ABACPolicy.
i) AddPolicy(): The CA needs to run the CheckPolicy() module before

calling this method to pass it to add the policy, and the policy can only be
written to the SDB and the Blockchain after the policy is legal. The details
are shown in Algorithm 3.

ii) DeletePolicy(): This operation is called in two ways. Firstly, the admin-
istrator could actively call on it to delete an ABACPolicy. Secondly, if a policy
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Algorithm 2 CheckAccess()

Require: ABAC Request
Ensure: OK or Error
1: {Su, Ou, Eu} ← GetAttrs(ABAC Request);
2: Policy ={Policy1,...Policyn} ← QueryPolicy(Su, Ou);
3: if Policy == Null then
4: return Error();
5: end if
6: for Policy in {Policy1,...Policyn} do
7: {. . . , Pp, Ep} ← Policy
8: if Value(Pp) == 1 && Eu ∩ Ep !=Null then
9: return OK;

10: end if
11: end for
12: return Error();

Algorithm 3 AddPolicy()

Require: Policy
Ensure: OK or Error
1: APIstub ChaincodeStub ← Invoke();
2: if CheckPolicy(Policy) == False then;
3: return Error;
4: end if
5: Policyid ← Hash(Policy.S + Policy.O);
6: if PolicyContract.QueryPolicy(Policyid) != Null then
7: return Error;
8: end if
9: err ← APIstub.PutState(Policyid, Policy);

10: if err! = null then;
11: return Error;
12: end if
13: return OK;

is found to have expired during the execution of the CheckAccess() module,
then this method will be called automatically to delete the useless policy.

iii) UpdatePolicy(): This module can be called in two ways. Firstly, the
administrator can actively call this module to delete an ABACPolicy, and
it occurs when the administrator needs to modify an ABACPolicy. A mod-
ified record must be written into the SDB and the Blockchain when calling
this method. After completing the policy update, the module executes the
addPolicy() module and enters the modified policy into the Blockchain.

iv) QueryPolicy(): All the strategies are stored in the Status Database
CouchDB, and the administrator can query the details of the ABACPolicy by
attributes S or O.
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4.4 Workflow

The system workflow consists of five parts. 1) Blockchain network initializa-
tion. 2) Access policy deployment. 3) User registration. 4) Financial project
management. 5) User access assignment. We present the details of the five
parts in Fig 6.

Fig. 6 Workflow

5 Performance Evaluation and Analysis

This section describes the experimental procedure to evaluate the functionality
and presents the proposed Fabric-SCF’s performance and comparison results.
We begin in Section 5.1 with a description of the environment and experiments’
parameter setup, followed by the system implementation in Section 5.2. The
performance of the proposed system and experimental results are discussed in
Section 5.3.
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5.1 System environment and configuration

The experimentation processing for this work is conducted in a single machine
environment, configured as outlined below.

5.1.1 Network architecture

The scheme consists of seven network nodes, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Number of network nodes

Node name Description Number
Fabric-couchdb Database node 4
Fabric-ca CA node 2
Fabric-peer peer node 4
Fabric-orderer orderer node 1
Fabric-tools cli node 1
PSC policy smart contract node 4
ASC access smart contract node 4

5.1.2 Chaincode deployment

In Fabric-SCF, the attribute delimitation, access control, and system opera-
tions are implemented by the chaincode, which setup consists of installation,
instantiation, and upgrade blocks.

i): Installation: As soon as the Blockchain network’s initialization is com-
pleted, the installation of the chaincode starts. Chaincode installation is
performed through Hyperledger client nodes that install the chaincode into
each peer node in turn.

ii): Instantiation: After the installation of the chaincode is completed, any
peer node is designated to instantiate the installed chaincode.

iii): Upgrade: Before a chaincode can be updated, a new chaincode must
be installed, i.e., the chaincode update is only valid on the peer node where
the new chaincode has been installed.

5.2 System implementation

It is depicted in this section the operational effects of three smart contracts for
a clearer understanding. Three operation results: User management contract,
Finance management contract, and Access control contract are presented next.

5.2.1 User management contract

As stated in section 4.3.1, this part of the method focuses on the creation,
query, and deletion of each participant SPi, Dtj , CE in the system. The steps
are detailed below.
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CreateUser(): This module is called when adding a user, and automatically
generates a user number based on the user name and type, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 System response to calling the CreateUser() module.

QueryUser(): To query the details of a user, calling this module will query
the user’s information based on the user number, as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 System response to calling the QueryUser() module.

CheckUser(): This module checks a user’s identity, including its certificate,
private key and identity type, and other information. It returns OK if the
check passes; otherwise, it returns Error, as illustrated in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9 System response to calling the CheckUser() module.

5.2.2 Financing project management contract

As introduced in section 4.3.2, this part of the chaincode mainly realizes the
functions of adding, querying, updating, and deleting financial projects.

AddFiProject(): This module is called to write project information to the
SDB when project information needs to be added, as shown in Fig. 10.

QueryF iProject(): This module is called to view information about a par-
ticular project according to its project number, thus enabling the retrieval of
detailed information about a financial project, as shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 10 System response to calling the AddFiProject() module.

Fig. 11 System response to calling the QueryF iProject() module.

UpdateF iProject(): This approach is called when a project needs to be
updated to modify the financial information. Before this module can be exe-
cuted, the CheckUdvInfo() module must be performed to determine if the
update permission has been granted, as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 System response to calling the UpdateF iProject() module.

DeleteF iProject(): This module is executed if the system needs to delete
project information from the SDB as shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 13 System response to calling the DeleteF iProject() module.

CheckF iProject(): This module is used to verify the legitimacy of a finan-
cial project and to write a complete project message to the SDB once it has
been verified, as shown in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14 System response to calling the CheckF iProject() module.

5.2.3 Access control contract

As presented in section 4.3.3, this part of the chaincode is mainly used to
implement auditable access control for participants.

AddPolicy(): This module is used to store the specified policy in the status
database after it has been agreed upon between the administrator and the
user, as shown in Fig. 15.

QueryPolicy(): This module is used to determine if a user has access rights,
found by querying the user’s number as shown in Fig. 16.

UpdatePolicy(): This module is called upon to update the policy after the
access requirements have changed, as shown in Fig. 17.

DeletePolicy(): The module called upon to remove a policy if it is no longer
valid or if a policy must be removed, as illustrated in Fig. 18.
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Fig. 15 System response to calling the AddPolicy() module.

Fig. 16 System response to calling the QueryPolicy() module.

Fig. 17 System response to calling the UpdatePolicy() module.

CheckAccess(): After receiving a request from the user, the CheckAccess()
module in AC will be called automatically to verify whether the request is
valid or not, as shown in Fig. 19.

5.3 Performance tests and experimental results

To validate the performance of the proposed Fabric-SCF, we designed two sets
of simulation experiments to simulate the concurrency, transaction time, and
throughput of the system under real-life usage conditions.

5.3.1 Execution time of the contract

Following the system usage logic, we first tested the system response time of
the user management contract, the financing project management contract,
and the access control contract separately by module, as shown in Fig. 20.
Experimental results show that with the increase of block size, the contract
execution time shows an orderly growth trend and that the growth is con-
trollable. Obviously, the execution time for the add() and update() contracts
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Fig. 18 System response to calling the DeletePolicy() module.

Fig. 19 System response to calling the CheckAccess() module.

are higher than those for query() and delete() contracts due to the number of
data write operations involved, however the difference is small and reasonably
manageable.

5.3.2 TPS of the contract

In the second group of experiments, we compared the TPS of Fabric-SCF
under different concurrent numbers under real simulated conditions. Under
the Solo and Kafka consensus mechanism, the throughput of the proposed
system can be maintained at a relatively smooth level, and none of them
exceeds the threshold of 550, as shown in Fig. 21. In conclusion, the Fabric-
SCF system maintains high TPS with relatively consistent performance output
under intensive requests.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this article, we propose a blockchain-based SCF management system to
enable secure data storage and auditable access control. To accommodate the
changing SCF business logic and increasing privacy requirements, the proposed
system enables cross-organizational data management and access while ensur-
ing secure storage, efficient access, and access traceability of privacy-sensitive
data. With the combination of consensus mechanisms and smart contracts,
financial project data in SCF can be securely stored in the Blockchain. Mean-
while, the access policy of the proposed system supports programmability
and thus can be modified according to different business processes. Thanks to
the ABAC access control mechanism, participating parties can have auditable
access, provided they are fully authorized. Finally, simulation experiments
confirm that Fabric-SCF can guarantee system stability and TPS at larger
business volumes.

As future work, we intend to investigate the following issues:
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(a) User management contract (b) Financing project management contract

(c) Access control contract (d) Check access contract

Fig. 20 Execution time under different block sizes.

1. As for now, the business logic of SCF is relatively simple. In the future,
we will consider introducing more complex business processes to experience
the system’s universality in the financial field.

2. Using large-scale test environments such as changing stand-alone environ-
ments to multi-machine environments or testing a real dataset to simulate
usage scenarios more realistically.

3. Combining the data storage on the chain with the data storage mode under
the chain to optimize data storage while streamlining the design.

4. Evaluations on the deployment of Fabric-SCF in a broader range of plat-
forms, such as Ethereum, to verify the throughput and execution time
together with fuel consumption.
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(a) User management contract (b) Financing project management contract
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Fig. 21 Execution time under different block sizes.
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